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IntroductionPresuppositions in natural language put a classical puzzle to the theorist knownas the projection problem. Certain expressions and constructions in natural lan-guage can give rise to inferences of the utterances in which they occur regardlessof any operator (such as negation, implication, modal operators, attitude verbs)that has scope over their occurrence. Such expressions and constructions arecalled presupposition triggers. The implicatures to which they give rise arecalled presuppositions and the content of the presuppositions can be deter-mined from the trigger and its arguments. The problem is that these inferencesdo not arise in all circumstances. The projection problem is the problem ofdescribing precisely when this happens and when not. Some prime examples oftriggers and their (traditional) presuppositions are given in (1).(1)Trigger Example Presuppositionde�nite decriptions the N 9x N(x)names Bill 9x x = billcleft (it was NP, WH S/NP) 9x S=NP (x)pseudocleft (WH S/NP, is NP) 9x S=NP (x)quanti�ers all N 9x N(x)factives x regrets that S Ssubordinate clausal PPs when S, P Siterative S(e0) again 9e1 (S(e1) ^ past(e1))lexical bachelor(x) male(x) ^ adult(x)The �rst modern treatment of the projection problem is due to Karttunen,taking an essentially semantic approach. Counterexamples to Karttunen gaverise to inuential approaches (Gazdar79, Soames82, VdSandt88) starting frompragmatic intuitions. Both Heim81 and VdSandt89 can (but need not) be de-scribed as mixed approaches, combining semantic and pragmatic elements. InVdSandt89 the projection problem is handled by two concepts, anaphora res-olution (a semantic process) and presupposition accommodation (a pragmaticnotion). In Heim81, the relation of logical consequence holding between thelocal information state and a presupposition is the contribution of semanticsand accommodation is again the pragmatic element. Both approaches seem torelate well to the empirical data and also to restore the insights of Frege andStrawson in the study of presupposition, in particular their view that a presup-position is a precondition on the use of its trigger and that its falsity results inan anomaly of the utterance.VdSandt's later approach to presupposition is couched in the framework of Dis-course Representation Theory. (Kamp81, Kamp & Reyle90). This is a fortunatechoice since the operations the theory employs and the relations that constrainpresupposition resolution and accommodation have a direct visualisation and2



also because the use of the DRS development algorithm is natural for the treat-ment of presupposition triggers. At the same time it obscures the relationshipto the treatments of Karttunen and Heim which were formulated in terms ofupdate operations and opens the question to what degree the theory dependson syntactic manipulation. This paper tries to give a reformulation in terms ofupdate semantics and in particular to answer the question, what the meaningof accommodation is within update semantics. The reformulation will allow acomparison between VdSandt and the update theories of presupposition.In the following I assume a version of DRT, where DRSs are de�ned as in (df.1).Here ordered pairs of DRSs formalise implications and variable-labeled DRSsbelief reports.Def. 1 Discourse Representation Structure, SubDRSA DRS A consists of two sets ADR and ACON , where ADR is a �niteset of variables and ACON is a �nite set of conditions. A conditionis either an atomic formula, the sign ?, a pair hB;Ci of DRSs, or aDRS Bx labeled with a variable x.If hB;Ci is a condition of A, then B and C are subDRSs of A.If Bx is a condition of A, B is a subDRS of A.If C is a subDRS of B and B is a subDRS of A, C is a subDRS ofA.Within this framework, VdSandt's theory can be briey sketched as in (2),a complex rule in the DRS-development algorithm. This algorithm starts byputting a syntactic analysis tree in a DRS. There is a set of rules allowing areduction of the tree under the insertion of new discourse referents, conditionsand subDRSs. The process stops when there are no longer any (semi-) syntacticobjects in the DRS or its subDRSs. We assume that we have some mechanismthat produces the undeveloped version (a schematic analysis tree analogous tothe analysis trees provided by the syntactic theory for which the developmentalgorithm is de�ned) of the presupposition triggered by the trigger we have todeal with.(2) Presupposition Trigger DevelopmentTo develop a trigger T with a presupposition P in a subDRS B ina DRS A, we �rst test whether P can be found in a DRS C onthe accessibility path of B in A. If so, the discourse markers in Poccurring in B are replaced by the corresponding markers in C. Elsewe proceed from A to B down the accessibility path and try to addP . This fails, if adding P to one of the DRSs on the path leads toa conict with the correctness conditions on the assertion at handor if formal demands are not satis�ed. If failure occurs everywhereon the path, the development as a whole fails.3



This sketch draws on the de�nition of an accessibility path, given in (df.2),�nding a presupposition (df.3) and adding a presupposition (df.4) .Def. 2 Accessibility Path1. If A is the topmost DRS, path(A) = hAi.2. If hC;Di is a condition of B then path(C) = hC:path(B)i andpath(D) = hD:path(C)i3. If Bx is a condition of A then path(B) = hB:path(A)iWe assume that the trigger give a syntactic form to its presupposition, a formwhich needs development by the other rules of the system. To this end we opena notepad box in which we place the syntactic form of the presupposition andto which we make accessible all the material that is accessible from the site ofthe trigger. The notepad is discarded if the presupposition is found or when itscontents have been added to some part of the DRS under development.Def. 3 Finding a presupposition P in AA DRS P is found in a DRS A with respect to Z i� A and its sub-DRSs have discourse markers x1 : : : xn that stand in 1-1 correspon-dence with the discourse markers of P and its subDRSs y1 : : : ynsuch that P 's (simple or complex) conditions are conditions of Aunder the substitution of y1 : : : yn for x1 : : : xn.(df.3) imposes a purely syntactic relationship between the presupposition andthe DRS in which it is found. The de�nition can be made more semantical byrecursively de�ning a subsumption relation, so that complex conditions neednot have literal counterparts under the substitution, but have counterpartswhich subsume them. For our purposes however, the current de�nition is goodenough, as the problem disappears completely when we switch from DRSs toinformation states.Def. 4 Adding P to AAdding P to a subDRS A of B consists of adding each of P 's dis-course markers to the markers of A and of adding each of the condi-tions of P to the conditions of A. Adding is unde�ned if a conditionof P contains a marker that does not have a accessible discoursereferent in P or A or in a DRS accessible from A.The process of looking up a presupposition is analogous to answering a questionin Prolog: it instantiates variables. As a simple example, consider (3).(3) John saw a donkey. The donkey was ill.4



A donkey sets up a discourse marker x. In processing the donkey, we try to�nd a DRS consisting of a discourse marker y and the condition donkey(y).This succeeds as we can substitute x for y and �nd both the condition and themarker in the DRS resulting from processing the �rst sentence. Substitutingthe y in y was ill completes the development of the trigger.If we consider a single discourse marker to be a proposition as well, anaphoricbinding can be reduced to presupposition. The development of anaphoric pro-nouns can be de�ned by inserting a discourse marker in the matrix for thepronoun and by triggering the presupposition that this marker is a discoursemarker. (Extra restrictions need to be imposed here though.) This develop-ment rule would transform the expression he sleeps into the condition sleep(x)where the proposition x would have to be resolved. The resolution to a markery would result in a substitution transforming sleep(x) into sleep(y). Notice thatthe identi�cation of presupposed material is a purely syntactic notion. We willcome back to this point later on.The last notion that is crucial to VdSandt's theory is the notion of a correctassertion. An assertion is correct (VdSandt refers to VdSandt88) if it meets theconditions in (df.5).Def. 5 CorrectnessAn assertion is correct i�1. It does not follow from the DRS it is developed in.2. It is not in contradiction with the DRS it is developed in.3. If a DRS A contains a condition hP;Qi, (1) and (2) also apply to P w.r.t.A and to Q w.r.t. to the DRS obtained by merging A and P.The correctness conditions derive from Stalnaker's assertion conditions (df.5.1and .2) and are extended to some subsentential cases in (df.5.3) . The con-ditions should be compared with Gazdar's de�nition of clausal implicatures,responsible in his system for the cancellation of presuppositions. (4) spells outsome immediate consequences of (df.5) in the form of a list of incorrect texts.The correctness conditions are weaker than clausal implicatures, since they re-quire for saying some assertion A that the common ground does not yet containA or :A, not that the speaker does not know these. Full clausal implicaturesstill require the Gricean maxims.(4) It rains. It rains.It does not rain. It rains. 5



It rains. It does not rain.It does not rain. It does not rain.It rains. If it rains, John is bringing his umbrella.It does not rain. If it rains, John is bringing his umbrella.It rains. If it is Monday, it rains.It rains. If it is Monday, it does not rain.It does not rain. If it is Monday, it rains.It does not rain. If it is Monday, it does not rain.For presupposition projection, the crucial e�ect of correctness is the absence ofprojection in case the addition of the presupposition before the assertion wouldmake the whole assertion incorrect. In VdSandt, the other explanation of theabsence of projection is the case where the content of the presupposition isfound in a proper subDRS accessible from the position of the trigger. Gazdarhandles these cases by means of clausal implicatures as well.1 Basic Update SemanticsIf pursued in a principled way, update semantics characterises the meaningof expressions by stating the contribution an expression makes to informationstates, generally de�ned as sets of possibilities. As a �rst example considerpropositional logic. Here the set of possibilities can be given as the set oftruth value assignments to the propositional variables of a given language L.This forms a set of possibilities I. Information states � are subsets of I. Twospecial information states are I itself, the empty information state and ;, theinconsistent information state. (1 and 0 are used to refer to the empty andinconsistent information states independently of their de�nition in a system ofinformation states.)The standard meaning of the propositional connectives can now be developedby stating what change formulas make to information states. �['] denotes theinformation state obtained by adding the information in ' to the informationstate �. A recursive de�nition for all connectives is given in (df.6). Below p isused for atomic formulas and ' for arbitrary complex formulas.Def. 6 Propositional Updates�[p] = fi 2 � : i j= pg�[:'] = � � �[']�[' ^  ] = �['][ ]�['!  ] = �[:(' ^ : )]First Order with Discourse ReferentsIn order to reach �rst order logic we must generalise slightly. We will considernot �rst order logic but a formalism similar to DRT, where variables are treatedas atomic formulas and formulas (DRSs) are built up using the connectives:6



:̂!As an example, (5) gives a formulation of the donkey sentence.(5) (x ^ farmer(x) ^ y ^ donkey(y) ^ own(x; y))! beat(x; y)For the interpretation, we start with possibilities i 2 I that are functions as-signing appropriate values to predicate constants, variables and individual con-stants. Variables and individual constants are mapped to the elements of somenon-empty set U , n-place predicate constants to subsets of Un . We do notrequire that every information index is de�ned for all the variables or for con-stants. Unde�nedness for constants will play no role in the sequel however.1 is again I and 0 the empty set. Independently of the updating process, thediscourse referents are given by a recursive de�nition (df.7).Def. 7 Discourse Referents1. DM(') = ; i� ' is atomic (but not a variable) or a negation oran implication.2. DM(x) = fxg3. DM(' ^  ) = DR(') [DR( )Discourse referents are used in the auxiliary notions in (df.8). These de�ne in-formation indices i and j to be variants with respect to a given set of variablesand the closure of an information state under taking variants with respect to aset of variables. The last notion will play a role in de�ning negation.Def. 8 Variants and Closurei =fx1:::xng j i� i(a) = j(a) for every a 62 fx1 : : : xng�fx1:::xng = fj : 9i 2 � i =fx1:::xng jgThe proper updating notion is given in (df.9).Def. 9 First Order Updates�[Pt1 : : : tn] = fi 2 � : hix1 : : : ixni 2 iPg�[x] = fi 2 � : ix is de�ned g�[:'] = � � �[']DM(')�[' ^  ] = �['][ ]�['!  ] = �[:(' ^ : )]Notice that the negation takes care of all quanti�cation.7



The �nal step that we have to cover is the addition of belief operators.Here we run into a problem. What we want to have is a set I as above, withthe extra proviso that iu � I if u 2 U . Intuitively iu is the proposition thatexpresses u's belief state in i. The problem is that in set theory we cannothave the empty information state with these requirements. Here iu would needvariants j with respect to u where ju would be any subset of I. Such a setwould be too large. Using the canonical model construction we can howeverguarantee (with respect to a language) that there is an empty information statethat has "enough" variants.A de�nition due to Kamp and used by Heim in Heim92 for belief updating isgiven in (df.10).Def. 10 Pointwise Belief Update�[Bx'] = fi 2 � : iix['] = iixgSince for presupposition resolution and accommodation belief updates have tobe de�ned over whole information states |which rules out a pointwise de�nitionof belief updates| I have to complicate this de�nition.The �rst step is that we compute the belief-state of the subject from the setof ixs where i is given as a member of �. The union of these sets of possibleworlds can be taken as x's belief according to �. It is the updated union thatforms the criterion for elimination in �: those worlds whose beliefs for x arenot subsets of the updated beliefs are eliminated from �.To keep the de�nition clean, the auxiliary notion (df.11) is introduced. Thisreplaces the information that � has with respect to x's belief with an informa-tion state J , by the normal process of eliminating information indices.Def. 11 Limitation of Beliefs�Jx = fi 2 � : iix � Jg(df.12) de�nes the information state � attributes to a subject x.Def. 12 Determining Belief States�x = Si2� iixThe update can now be written as (df.13), combining (df.11) and (df.12) .Def. 13 Global Belief Update�[Bx'] = ��x[']x 8



2 Presuppositional Anaphora ResolutionThere is only one possibility for de�ning anaphora in update semantics: thenotion of local satisfaction. If T is a trigger with a presupposition P which willbe added to an information state �, �[P ] = �g must hold, for some g mappingdiscourse referents of P to variables1 This is fairly close to VdSandt, althoughthere are di�erences.The way we set up updating makes all the material on the accessibility pathof the DRS part of the information state of the trigger, unless we are in abelief context. For good order, we will ignore beliefs for the time being. In thisway it follows that if in the corresponding DRS a condition would be on theaccessibility path, now the information in the condition will be information inthe information state of the trigger, as it has been put there by earlier updates.It holds therefore that if the presupposition P can be found in the DRS, it willbe provable from the corresponding information state.The converse does not hold. One possibility is that the presupposition hasbeen entered divided over a number of DRSs on the accessibility path. Anotherpossibility is that the presupposition is inferable from the information state, butnot explicitly coded in the corresponding DRS. It is against the latter possibilitythat VdSandt directs his counterexample (7) 2.(7) If John has grandchildren, his children must be adult.According to VdSandt, this sentence has interpretations where it is inferredthat John has children and others where this is not so. (One must assume thatit is unknown in the context of utterance whether John has children and onemust assume as well that the intonation pattern on his children is not such thathis children is assigned to the sentence topic. It must also be ruled out thathaving grandchildren presupposes having children, rather than implying this.)The updating perspective would however predict that from the conceptual factthat in order to have grandchildren one must necessarily have children, it would1To maintain determinism, we will require throughout that such functions are unique. AsVdSandt points out, it is more realistic to switch to a non deterministic resolution scheme,where more solutions are allowed. Such a scheme can be easily de�ned as in (df.14), but a theprice of losing the clarity of a deterministic update notion.Def. 14 Non Deterministic Presupposition Resolution9g(�g[P ] = �g ) �(P ) 2 f�g : 9g�g [P ] = �gg2David Beaver (p.c.) rightly objects to this example that his children forces the resolverto have made a choice that John would have more than one child, something that does notfollow from his having grandchildren. He reports coming up in collaboration with Kamp with(6) where this problem does not seem to arise.(6) If Pete and John have grandchildren, their children must be adult.This modi�cation gets rid of the uneasiness that one feels with original example but seems toretain the same two readings. 9



always be true in the local information state of the trigger his children that Johnhas children, so that the projection of John's having children does not occur.The argument can be turned around by noting that in these circumstancesthe strict matching required by VdSandt3 would predict that there is onlyone reading, namely the one where John's having children is globally accommo-dated. If the facts are as VdSandt states, we would want a theory where partialmatching is properly interpreted: i.e. as a process whereby an antecedent thatentails a matching antecedent is (optionally) adapted to include this matchingantecedent. Section 8 provides a sketchy development of this alternative.It depends on the form of the presupposition whether the presupposition isautomatically true in the update semantics I sketched. If we enter the factabout having children and having grandchildren as a meaning postulate, it willbe a condition on the informational indices: grandchild(u; v) will never be trueunless there is an object w such that child(u;w) and child(w; v). So if we makethe presupposition equivalent to 9xchild(x; john) (taken as a formula in �rstorder logic) it will be satis�ed. But if the presupposition is child(x; john), withx a new variable, or for that matter x ^ child(x; john), it will not be the casethat the presupposition is already entailed. If x is new it will have all kind ofvalues, if we allow variable substitution for entailment there will not be anothervariable y of which it is already known that y is a child of John.If we leave these options open, it is easy to envisage other bars on an updat-ing theory for full anaphora. Suppose we follow the proposal of (AsherMS)of introducing fact discourse markers whenever we �nd a full-blown fact ex-pressed in language. (Asher proposes this for anaphora to sentences and texts.)Then simple anaphora to facts that are scattered over di�erent updates wouldbe prevented. It is therefore by no means clear that we would have to ad-mit that update semantics makes the wrong predictions by relying on logicalconsequence. What the example shows, is that there may be a psychology ofpresupposition resolution: a notion of proving where the decision whether it isreally provable or not may go both ways in certain circumstances. We cannotprove the existence of the children from the information state but the changesneeded to the information state are minor. There may be a threshold wherethe changes become insigni�cant.Two �nal di�erences involve propositional attitudes. On the updating ap-proach, any old belief of somebody will be a potential antecedent for a presup-position connected to a trigger within a new belief report about that person.These do not lie on the accessibility path of the belief report. As other beliefsare good antecedents, it seems that update semantics is just the better theoryin this respect. Compare (8).3In later work (this volume) VdSandt abandons determinism and so obtains a (non-preferred) reading where the children are accommodated at the site of the grandchildren.Strict matching still prevents a proper anaphoric reading where a conceptual link between thechildren and the children is established 10



(8) John believes Billi is married. He also believes hisi wife ishappy.Secondly (as I noted before), the subDRS for a belief report does not have theproperty that a fact to which it has access holds within the subDRS: it canbe explicitly denied there. In this way, it is possible to have a presuppositiontriggered within the belief report that would �nd an antecedent outside butnot within the report. (9)can be understood as referring to the butcher we allknow, but of whom John does not know he is the butcher.(9) John believes the butcher sings.Update semantics predicts that this can never happen, since in such cases thepresupposition is not ful�lled in the context of the trigger. In fact, we will seecounterexamples against the update semantics claim as well as counterexamplesagainst the claim of VdSandt in this respect.3 Van der Sandt's AccommodationAccommodation in VdSandt is de�ned by a recursion on the accessibility path,de�ned as a stack of DRSs in (df. 2). We try to add the presupposition tothe �rst element, then proceed and check the correctness conditions at the endof the whole updating process. If we fail, we try again on the tail of the pathand so on. In update semantics we do not have an accessibility path and sowe must �nd an analogous structure. What we will use instead is the stackof information states under determination for the current update. Recall thata negation :A forces us to do an auxiliary update with A and an implicationA ! B auxiliary updates with A and with A and B. A belief BxA similarlyinvolves the auxiliary update �x[A]. Formally we will switch to an updatenotion on a stack of information states. I will write these stacks as � whereh�:�i stands for the result of pushing � onto �, �0 for pop(�) and �1 for tail(�).Def. 15 Stack Updating1. �[Pt1; : : : ; tn] = hfi 2 �0 : hix1; : : : ; ixni 2 iPg:�1i2. �[x] = hfi 2 �0 : ix is de�nedg:�1i3. �[:'] = hT10 � TDM(')0 :T11i where T = h�0:�i[']4. �[' ^  ] = �['][ ] 11



5. �['!  ] = �[:(' ^ : ]6. �[Bx'] = h(�0)T0x :T1i where T = hSi2�0 iix:�i[']None of the de�nitions we employed so far has any relation with presupposition.To enter presupposition we introduce the possibility that certain atomic formu-las (and some operations) have a presupposition. This can be done in variousways. I will just assume that an atomic formula bachelor(x) puts a limitation onsimple updating: updating is unde�ned in case x is not already an adult male.In stack updating this will change: �[bachelor(x)] = h�0[unmarried(x)]:�1i incase x is an adult male, else the result of �rst accommodating adult(x)^male(x)over � to obtain �1 and then determining �1[bachelor(x)].We pack the presupposition and accommodation together by having a partialoperation presupposition (written as "round brackets update") on stacks thatin case the presupposition is satis�ed, delivers � as output and else the accom-modation of �. In (df.16) the contributions of some lexical items are de�ned,as exceptions to the general proviso in (df.15.1) .Def. 16�[bachelor(x)] = �(adult(x))(male(x))[unmarried(x)]�[know(x; p)] = �(p)[know(x; p)]Both �(:) and �[:] are partial operations: their success depends on the contentsof �. The unde�nedness of accommodation is illustrated by (10),(10) The king of France is bald.uttered in a situation where it is known that there is no king of France. Thismeans that the presupposition (11)(11) There is a king of Franceor its DRT-form:(12) x ^KoF (x)cannot be found in the information state. Also, accommodation fails, sinceadding the presupposition would make the information state inconsistent. Sothe update is not possible with respect to this state. It is also not possible toupdate (13) in this information state, since (13) does not give new information.(13) The king of France is not bald.12



Accommodation in the auxiliary information state for the negation leads to anattempted update of (13) which again leads to inconsistency. (df.17) gives ade�nition of accommodation as an operation changing the information stack.The operation depends on the the de�nition of correctness in the next section.In addition we need the idea of a "uni�cation" update over a stack. If h is a sub-stitution mapping a �nite set of variables fx1; : : : ; xng to variables fy1; : : : ; yng,then h�h = �0[x1 = y1 ^ : : : xn = yn]:�1i.Def. 17 Presupposition (VdSandt)(1) �(') = � if there is a substitution h for the discoursemarkers of ' such that �0[']h = �0(2) else T if T= h(�0 \ �1(')0):�1(')1iis de�ned and is a correct stack.(3) else �['] if �['] is de�nedand a correct stackunde�ned otherwiseIn (df.17.1) we have a version of our earlier notion of �nding a presupposition.We exploit here that correctness is not de�ned for information states (such as�0), so that lack of information will not block the process. In (2) we look fur-ther down the stack in case we have not found the presupposition. This processadds information to the �rst information state on the stack (by uni�cation oraccommodation) which is copied into �0 by set intersection. Clause (3) accom-modates the material, if it cannot be found here or found or accommodatedfurther down the stack. (df.17) can be illustrated by the examples in (14)interpreted as updates to the empty information stack h1i.(14) 1. There is a king. The king sings.2. The king does not sing.If the trigger the king is reached in (14.1) , the stack is h1[x][king(x)]i sothe information y ^ king(y) is available in the �rst information state underthe substitution (x,y). So we obtain via h1[x][king(x)][x = y]i the informationstack h1[x][king(x)][x = y][sing(y)]i. In (14.2) the information stack is h1; 1iby the time we have to process the trigger. Clause (2) now applies since clause(3) makes h1i(y ^ king(y)) = h1i[y ^ king(y)] = h1[y ^ king(y)]i. So we obtainvia clause (2) the information stack h1[y ^ king(y)]; 1[y ^ king(y)]i and �nallysubtract 1[y ^ king(y)][sing(y)] from 1[y ^ king(y)] to obtain the only elementof our �nal information stack.(df.17) will not be applicable to belief contexts. The addition of new materialto a higher clause, enforced by (2) is inherited down the stack by intersecting thecurrent information state by its changed successor. This is necessary since theearlier information states are unchanged by an accommodation further downthe stack. The intersection adds the accommodated information to the earlier13



information states, as long as the stack is correct. For attitudinal informationstates this will not do as the information in these bears no relation to theinformation in the information state it derives from. That is why the notionderived from Heim (df.18) is more general. In the next section we will see whythis is a reasonable reconstruction of Heim81.Def. 18 Presupposition (Heim)(1) �(') = � if there is a substitution h for the discoursemarkers of ' such that �0[']h = �0(2) else T if T= h�0[']:�1(')iis de�ned and is a correct stack.(3) else �['] if �['] is de�ned and is a correct stackunde�ned otherwiseThe process which brings information to the earlier information states is nowa separate update rather than intersection. An important di�erence is localaccommodation must take place on the whole path between the trigger andits antecedent. Global accommodation in the update of �with (15) (clause (3)adds a king to �) can now be handled by clause (2), which adds the king toJohn's belief state.(15) John believes the king singsUnder (df.17) we would have to intersect John's belief state with � which wouldadd the whole information state to John's beliefs and would be impossible ifJohn is known to have a false belief.We can however use the VdSandt notion as de�ned in (df.17) if we make aspecial proviso for belief stacks (stacks whose �rst information state is an in-troduced by a belief operator). For those we add the presupposition to the �rstinformation state and presuppose it over the rest of the stack.Def. 19 Presupposition (VdSandt) for belief(2') �(') =T if T= h�0[']:�1(')1i, � is a belief stack andT is de�ned and correct.Without the proviso, belief sentences are a real problem for VdSandt-style ac-commodation. The �rst clause of (df.18) will succeed for (16) since the presup-position that Mary left can be found in the basic context. This fails to predictthat in (16) John cannot believe this unless he believes himself that Mary left.(16) Mary left and John believes that Bill regrets that Mary left.14



On the other hand, there are also problems for the Heim style accommodationsince it predicts that (17) is impossible (on the assumption that there being aking and a president at the same time is inconsistent).(17) There is a king and John believes that the king is the presi-dent.Adding the presupposition within John's beliefs would make those inconsistent.We will come back to these problems at a later point.Unfortunately, what we said so far about presupposition is not the whole story.We have seen that faulty accommodation can result in the failure of later as-sertions. So accommodation on the trigger regret, will prevent the consistentupdate of the content of the since-clause.(18) John does not regret killing Mary, since he never did kill her.For (18) , we have to accommodate(19) John killed Mary.with respect to the stack h�; �i, which would give us (20).(20) h�[John killed Mary]; �[John killed Mary]iThe since-clause would have to be applied to the stack h�[John killed Mary][: : :]iwhich would lead to failure since the update would give us the empty informa-tion stack. So, we should perhaps have presupposed (19) with respect to(21).(21) h�[John did not kill Mary]; �[John did not kill Mary]iBut here we cannot accommodate John killed Mary, since this would lead toan inconsistent information state under the negation. So it seems that theinconsistency resulting from global accommodation combined with the updatein the since-clause does not lead to reordering but to a di�erent accommodation,where clause (3) is chosen instead of clause (2) because of a later failure in theupdate.A natural model of the situation is backtracking. �(:) would not be an operationbut a relation with various ordered solutions. We take the blocking resultingfrom the attempted update with the content of the since-clause, to fail thesuccess of clause (2) in our de�nition and to lead to the next solution. Wemoreover assume a default preference for the �rst solution which we �nd andwhich persists throughout the update. This model is not so bad as we canmake the accommodation operation depend on the success of the total update.15



For this, accommodation must be de�ned in a simultaneous recursion withupdating. The resulting de�nition runs almost directly in Prolog.Other solutions using indeterminism or freezing (postponing the evaluation ofsome relation until all the data for the evaluation are available) run into theprobem I just mentioned: for the local accommodation it is essential not to haveadded the information in the since-clause, since consistent local accommodationis otherwise ruled out.A declarative treatment of this mechanism can however be envisaged takingthe lead from the work of Mercer (Mercer92). Accommodation is adding thepresupposition to each of the relevant information states on the stack as a de-fault statement and not as a fact. When the stack is shortened (the informationstate is closed o� because an auxiliary update is over), we use not the infor-mation state we have obtained but the closure of the information state wherethe default information is turned into factual knowledge whenever there is noconict with the facts. A similar closure operation must be applied to the singleelement stack after a successfully completed update4. A formalisation of thisoption will have to wait for another occasion. For the time being (in line withmost of the literature) we will pretend that the problem does not arise.4 CorrectnessThe stack of contexts as it changes under the inuence of successive accommoda-tions can also be the basis for testing correctness. VdSandt de�nes correctnesson the basis of Stalnaker's assertion conditions (Stalnaker78) as the requirementthat assertions make a consistent and informative contribution to the context.Since we assume that a stack always corresponds to a single assertion, we cancatch the requirement as another demand on updating. We will go here forthe strong position that every update makes a contribution: it is not allowedthat the context becomes inconsistent and it is required that some worlds areeliminated. If any update does not meet these requirements, the update isunde�ned.It can be argued that exceptions to this principle are necessary. Take example(22).(22) The king of France does not exist. So the king of France isnot bald.The second sentence involves the auxiliary update on the context partially pro-duced by the �rst sentence that the king of France is bald. This is inconsistentwith the earlier information that that king does not exist. So updating isblocked. We can allow for this example by being more liberal for contexts in-troduced by a negation: updates may produce inconsistencies if they happen in4This notion can be de�ned properly only in a discourse grammar, as cancellation can becaused by the next sentence or even after an interruption or elaboration.16



an auxiliary context produced by a negation operator. Maybe we should evenchange our clause for negation in such a way that the auxiliary context neednot be the context in which the negation is introduced but a revision of thatcontext. So much information has to be taken out that it becomes possible toperform the auxiliary update without contradiction arising. A mechanism ofthis kind is required for counterfactuals anyway.Another option is, however, to regard the so-clause as analogous to a presuppo-sition: a statement that is not meant to introduce new information and markedas such by discourse particles like so or indeed. Without attempting a treat-ment of these pseudo-assertions, I will stick to this option for the time beingand desist from changing the rules for negation.We can state correctness as conditions on the stack and as conditions on up-dates. No update is allowed to produce the empty set as the �rst member ofthe stack or to leave the stack unchanged. The stack itself must consist of asequence of increasingly informative consistent information states,Def. 20� = h�1; �2; : : : ; �ni with �1 � �2 � : : : � �nallowing only information states generated by belief reports to be unrelated totheir successors.Belief contexts thus supply their own criteria of informativeness and consis-tency: new beliefs of John must be consistent with what we knew about John'sbeliefs and must provide new information with respect to what we knew aboutJohn's beliefs.Given the way things are set up, it will be su�cient if we know within thestack when a context is a belief context, information which we already neededindependently for characterising accommodations. Apart from belief contexts,correctness is the requirement that the stack keeps consisting of non-emptymonotonically decreasing contexts. Whenever we enter a belief, a reinitialisa-tion takes place after which the same requirement will hold for the substackuntil the reinitialisation.5 Heim's AccommodationThe position we have arrived at is rather close to (Heim81), with accommoda-tion being di�erent. Heim's position on accommodation is not fully explicit,but two di�erences with the VdSandt position can be given. First, accommo-dation processes operating on operators like negation come in a global and alocal version. Local accommodation is all that is required from a logical pointof view for the presupposition trigger to become felicitous. This leads to thequestion when global accommodation occurs, and the natural assumption is17



that it either is a possibility next to local accommodation or that it is thedefault accommodation. If neither of these is the case, it would follow thatglobal accommodation is a useless operation. Against the �rst possible inter-pretation, it can be argued that |in general| the need for accommodationdoes not seem to lead to a perceived ambiguity, if the context is �xed. So itseems global accommodation should be a default. (Local accommodation as adefault is not an option since |again| global accommodation would never bechosen.) Second, global accommodation is di�erent from the process we havestudied until now, since it involves adding the presuppositional material to allintermediate information states between the trigger and the global context.Next to the unclarity with respect to global accommodation, there are two otherpoints where di�erent interpretations seem possible. It is not made explicitwhat can block global accommodation and with respect to which operator theglobal operation takes place. As to the blocking we can follow no doubt theposition that we take whatever seems appropriate and the correctness conditionsderived from VdSandt88 are a natural choice. As to the second point, we havea problem. Suppose we have a trigger T in a sentence S of the form(23) :T ! ASuppose that the presupposition of T is not satis�ed. The blocking of updatingoccurs while updating both the negation and the implication: we are doing anauxiliary update within an auxiliary update. We can now globally accommodatewith respect to either the implication and the negation. Which one should wechoose?The best choice seems to be the outermost operator, as this leads us towardsa natural treatment of the counterexamples against Karttunen, bringing aboutprojection to the global context. Globally accommodating with respect to theoutermost operator in general entails the e�ect of the accommodations per-formed with respect to the more embedded operators under which the triggeroccurs.So it seems we are back in the situation of the last section. Given the seriesof operators O1; : : : ; Ok having scope over the trigger and requiring auxiliaryupdates, we generally seem to prefer accommodation with respect to the outer-most operator O1, as this entails global accommodations with respect to eachof the other operations and as it deals with projection to the global context.If we take the position that with an implication we have three accommodationoptions, we can describe the accommodation options by referring to our stack ofauxiliary updates. This option with respect to implication seems quite reason-able. Recall that �['!  ] was de�ned as �[:('^ : )] = �� (�[']� �['][ ]).It seems possible to accommodate a trigger in  by adding the presuppositionto �['][ ] or to both �['][ ] and �['] or to each of �['][ ], �['] and �. Simi-larly it is possible to add a presupposition deriving from a trigger in ' in � orin �['].So the accommodation can again be understood as an operation on the stack18



of contexts. If we moreover stipulate that where possible we use global accom-modation on the highest operation for which this works, we are extremely closeto VdSandt. The one remaining di�erence is the question whether we shouldadd the presupposition everywhere between the position of the trigger and thehighest position where it can be accommodated or whether we can be satis�edwith adding it just once at that position.There is no di�erence between the two positions when the auxiliary informationstates are generated for the bene�t of updates of truth-functional operators orquanti�ers. In this case it holds that adding the presupposition to a higherstate makes it come out as belonging to each of the states further down on thestack. But it makes a di�erence in case the operator is a propositional attitudeor a modal operator. In the next section we will see that both solutions herelead to problems and that we need a combination of the two views.6 Lexical Presupposition and AnaphoraIn the last section we saw that there is a di�erence between the two notionsof accommodation proposed by VdSandt and Heim. Heim demands that thepresupposition is satis�ed between the trigger and the location of the antecedenton the accessibility path or between the trigger and the accommodation site.VdSandt is already content if the trigger has access to the antecedent or to theaccommodation site. On a fragment with just standard logical operators, thereis no reason for choosing between the two positions. If a trigger has access, itholds that the presupposition holds in the context of the trigger and in all theintervening contexts, as can be shown by a simple induction. Belief contextshowever are di�erent. If the trigger sits in a belief context and the antecedentis outside, it does not follow that the presupposition holds in the belief state.It is my belief that there are presupposition triggers for which VdSandt is to bepreferred and other cases for which Heim is to be preferred and that this hasto do with two di�erent types of presupposition.To avoid confusion let me start by stating that I agree with VdSandt that allpresupposition shares important characteristics with anaphora. Like anaphoricpronouns, the presence of the antecedent does not just license the use of thepronoun/trigger: it makes it obligatory to choose the pronoun or the triggerover an alternative. It is wrong5 to say (24)(24) John came in. John took of his hat.instead of (25),5The notion of incorrectness involved here is usually identi�ed with the incorrectness notionof discourse grammar. The observation that this incorrectness is less dramatic than the onearising from sentence grammar has been often made and is usually explained by our superiorability to correct incorrect discourses. Nevertheless, discourse mistakes are easily recognisedand form a reliable starting point for the study of discourse.19



(25) John came in. He took of his hat.since the pronoun is fully licensed when John occurs for the second time. It issimilarly problematic to say(26) It rains. John believes that it rains.as we could have used knows or accepts instead.Like anaphora, presupposition triggers set up relations between di�erent partsof a text. But given this anaphoric character of presupposition triggers thereis still a group of triggers that is even more anaphoric in the sense that theirprimary function is |like anaphora| to collect entities from the environment inorder to say new things about them. Prime examples are de�nite descriptions.But it is reasonable to include factive when- and after-clauses and perhaps cleftsas well. I will refer to these as resolution triggers.Of the remaining triggers an important group are concepts with the applicabilityconditions. In these cases, the application of a concept is only an option ifcertain conditions are already met. The conditions that must be met are thelexical presuppositions of the concept. Their function is therefore very di�erent,even though they may refer to pre-established knowledge and often do so.A prime example seems to be sortal information associated with verbs andnouns. The meaning of these words can typically be divided into a part thatwhich identi�es the type of entity referred to and a part which actually describesthe entity. Another prime example is constituted by the preconditions of actionsand states. I will refer to the whole class as lexical triggers.Stated in this way, it seems to follow that resolution triggers follow VdSandt.They are pointers to the referents of their antecedents and deliver their valueto the current context to help build a new thought. Consequently, it is notnecessary (but often implicated) that the properties they attribute to theirreferents are part of the thought to which they contribute their referent, asthey can play their role without help from the belief subject. (It is su�cientthat the adressee of the utterance is able to �gure out what the referent is.)The existence of the referent at the position of the trigger within the context ishowever necessary. It seems immaterial for our purposes whether the existencepresupposition is attributed|as part of the characterisation of its meaning| tothe trigger or to the matrix6 in which the trigger occurs. It is necessary howeverthat this presupposition is lexical rather than a resolution presupposition. Itis also not possible to associate the customary existence presuppositions withe.g. de�nite descriptions since those would not be distinguishable from theresolution presupposition. It would be my proposal to use just the discourse6See Seuren88 for a defence of the view that it is the matrix that is responsible for theexistence presupposition 20



referent and to think of the presupposition generated by e.g. the book as just x(with book(x) the resolution presupposition) or the one generated by when Billleft as just e (with leave(e; b) the resolution presupposition).In the following, an example is presented.(27) John believes that the king is baldThe example provides (at least) two presuppositions.Lexical presupposition xResolution presupposition x ^ king(x)Content Bjbald(x)In the following table7 the e�ect of the accommodations is given.global: John: uni�cation to global: to John:y ^ king(y) z ^ king(z) x = z:(y ^ king(y)) z ^ king(z) x = zignorance z ^ king(z) x = zy ^ king(y) :(z ^ king(z)) x = y x:(y ^ king(y)) :(z ^ king(z)) FAILUREignorance :(z ^ king(z)) x ^ king(x) xy ^ king(y) ignorance x = y x ^ king(x):(y ^ king(y)) ignorance x ^ king(x)ignorance ignorance x ^ king(x) x ^ king(x)It is equally necessary that the lexical presuppositions follow Heim. They areconditions on the applicability of the concept that triggers them and theirfailure would make a judgment to the e�ect that the concept holds impossible.It follows that the presupposition must hold locally as well as at the place ofits antecedent if it has one. So even where an antecedent can be found, it issometimes necessary to have accommodation.As an example consider the trigger regret. It is usually taken to express the rela-tion of being saddened by some event or state, the one given in the complementof the verb. For this the event or state is presupposed to exist (like the subject)and to be apperceived by the subject. This causes lexical presuppositions tothe e�ect that that the event exists and that the subject believes that the eventexists. It is however possible to argue against this approach by examples like(28), where Mary's leaving is not projected even though we are at the top ofthe stack.7The �rst line of the table brings out a weakness of VdSandt's treatment. Intuitively,resolution should be possible to both the actual king and the king John assumes, with possiblyan identi�cation of both kings. 21



(28) John believes that Mary left and he regrets that. She neverdid go.This suggests that regret should be analysed as the combination of attributingan emotive belief to the subject of regret (e.g. sad(e)) combined with presup-posing the existence of the event e (i.e. the truth of the complement) withrespect to the subject's belief state. If it is known that the subject believes thetruth of the presupposition, projection is blocked, otherwise projection followsby accommodation8.(29) John regrets that Mary left.Lexical presupposition: leave(e;mary)Content Bjsad(e)Global: John to global: to John:leave(e;m) leave(e;m)leave(e;m) :leave(e;m) failureleave(e;m) ignorance leave(e;m):leave(e;m) leave(e;m):leave(e;m) :leave(e;m) failure:leave(e;m) ignorance leave(e;m)ignorance leave(e;m) leave(e;m)ignorance :leave(e;m) failureignorance ignorance leave(e;m) leave(e;m)Does this exhaust the di�erent kinds of presuppositions? It seems that atleast there is a third kind associated with triggers such as too, also, another,again etc. There is some empirical con�rmation that these play a role in thebookkeeping involved in storing information by humans: the bookkeeping thatprevents similar objects from being confused with each other, something thatmay easily happen given our propensity to identify similar things (Stenning88).An important di�erence is their di�erent behaviour under accommodation andanaphora. It is possible for too and another to identify antecedents in parts ofthe context that would not normally be accessible and it is less possible to dealwith them by means of accommodation. Access to normally inaccessible partsis illustrated in (30). The modal subordination e�ects observed for comparablecases in pronominal anaphora do not arise here. It should be noted howeverthat the phenomenon is quite complex and does not arise equally clearly in allcases. As soon as some semantic e�ect of the triggers is present their access toinaccessible parts disappears.8The accommodation of John believes that Mary left if Mary did not leave seems impossible.It is as if projection is obligatory if John only has an implicit belief that Mary left. This seemsa problem for the current account of regret. 22



(30) If John has time, he will visit us tonight. Mary will cometoo.If John will come tonight, we must warn Fred. Mary willcome too.John believes that Mary was in Egypt. Sue was there too.7 Grammar and Stacks7.1 EquationsThe following is a set of equations that de�ne updates in terms of stack opera-tions.We assume that for (certain) atomic formulas we have information states [[A]] =fi 2 I : i j= Ag. So we can de�ne atomic updates by means of (df.21).Def. 21 Atomic Updates[A] = ass h[[A]]:�iHere ass , an operation that reduces the length of the stack by 1, takes incorrectness of atomic updates.Def. 22 Additionass � = h�0 \ �10:�11i if; � �0 \ �10 � �10else unde�ned.For economy of notation we will continue to write atomic updates as [A].Complex formulas will be handled by the following equations.Def. 23 Complex Updates[:'] = neg [']up[' ^  ] = [ ][']['!  ] = neg neg [ ]up [']up[' _  ] = neg neg [ ]up neg [']up up[Bx'] = beloutx[']belinx[regret(x; '(e)] = beloutx[sad(e)]pres ['(e)]one belinx[bachelor(x)] = neg [married(x)]up pres [male(x)][adult(x)][human(x)]oneThe operation neg is de�ned as subtraction of the closure of the �rst elementon the stack from the second, followed by stripping o� the �rst element. Clo-sure is de�ned as an operation hull that needs the discourse referents of an23



information state. On an information state itself, we can lay our hands on thevariables that are existent in the information state, as in (df.24).Def. 24 Existent variablesexvar � = fx 2 V AR : � j= xgOn stacks, however, this gives us a de�nition of discourse markers. They aregiven as those existent markers that do not already exist in the next informa-tion state (if there is one).Def. 25 "Discourse markers"dm � = exvar �0 if � has length 1dm � = exvar �0 � exvar �10The closure operation on the �rst state of the information stack can now begiven in (df.26).Def. 26 Closurehull � = hfi 2 I : i =dm � j 2 �0g:�1iAnd �nally negation.Def. 27 Negationneg � = h�10� (hull �)0:�11iThe way these three operations give the e�ect of adding the information froma negative sentence to the (�rst element) of an information stack is as follows.The operation up , de�ned in (df.28) pushes a copy of the �rst element of thestack to which it applies onto that stack. The scope of the negation updatesthe new stack. The �rst element of the result is closed o� and subtracted fromthe original �rst element.Def. 28 Double First Information Stateup � = h�0:�iBelief sentences are handled by two new operations belinx and beloutx. belinxdetermines the information state representing the beliefs of x according to the�rst information state on the stack and pushes it onto the stack. beloutx con-siders the contents of the �rst information state as the beliefs of x and removesthose information indices of the second that are in conict with the assumptionthat the �rst information state entails the beliefs of x.Def. 29 Belief updating 24



belinx� = hSi2�0 iix:�ibeloutx� = hfi 2 �10 : iix � �0g:�11iPresupposition can be de�ned as a complex stack operation. In order to add thecontent of a presupposition to an information state by means of an operationass that checks for informativity, it is necessary to make sure that the presup-position is not already entailed by the information state. This is achieved byadding the presupposition to 1, the empty information state which is pushedon the stack. Subsequently, we test/accommodate the resulting informationover the rest of the stack and pop to the rest of the possibly changed stack. In(df.30) the operation one is de�ned that adds the empty information state 1to the stack.Def. 30 Adding the empty information stateone � = h1:�iIn (df.31) follows the presupposition operation. It is based on Heim but allowsskipping of intermediate contexts (when there is a reason for it) by clause c.Def. 31 Presuppositiona. if 9!g (dom g = dm � ^ cod g = exvar �0 � dm � ^�g10 � �0) then pres � = h�g10:�11ib. else if pres h�0:�11i is de�ned and(1) �0 \ �10 6= ; and(2) �0 \ �10 � (pres h�0:�11i)0then pres � = h�0 \ �10:pres h�0:�11iic. else if pres h�0:�11i is de�ned then pres � = h�10:pres h�0:�11iid. else if �0 \ �10 6= ; then pres � = h(�0 \ �10):�1ie. else unde�nedClause (a.) appeals to a notion �g which relabels discourse referents.�g = fig : i 2 �gwhere ig is de�ned by putting ig(x) = i(g(x)) for x 2 dom g, and ig(x) = i(x)otherwise. So ig is an information index like i itself with the di�erence |if itused as in clause (a.)| that the discourse markers of the information state ofwhich it is an element are made identical to discourse markers of an informationstate further down the stack. The intersections in clause (b.) and (d.) pushthis identi�cation down the stack.So clause (a.) describes presupposition resolution, clause (b.) deals with com-plete global accommodation, clause (c.) with skipping and clause (d.) with25



local accommodation. The operation fails if no accommodation or resolution ispossible, but does not cover the case of lexical presuppositions in their local con-texts. Failure can here be ensured by demanding that the non-presuppositionalmeanings of triggers entail the truth of their lexical presuppositions. This wouldcause information states to become inconsistent if the requirement is not met,and seems natural enough in most cases.We give some simple examples for the operation of (df.31.) Consider theupdate of (31)to 1.(31) There is a king. The king sings.Updating 1 with the �rst clause gives 1[x][king(x)]. Presupposing y ^ king(y)starts by forming the complex stack h1[y][king(y)]; 1[x][king(x)]i. Clause (a.)now applies for g = f< y; x >g and delivers h1[x][king(x)][x = y]i. The �nalupdate gives: h1[x][king(x)][x= y][sing(y)]i.Clause (d.) applies when (a.), (b.) and (c.) do not. Updating 1 with the secondsentence of (31) is an example. We �rst get h1[y][king(y)]; 1i, and from thath1[y][king(y)]i and �nally h1[y][king(y)][sing(y)]i. (a.) does not apply because1 does not have the required information and the conditions for (b.) and (c.)are not met on an empty stack.(e.) applies to (32).(32) There is no king. The king sings.Here the condition on clause (d.) is not met.For (b.) and (c.) we need more complex examples. Consider updating 1 with(33).(33) There is a king. John believes the king sings.The trigger update leads to h1[y][king(y)]; 1; 1[x][king(x)]i. (John's belief statestill has no information after the �rst update.) (a.) does not apply therefore.But (a.) gives the result h1[x][king(x)][x= y]iwhen applied to h1[y][king(y)]; 1[x][king(x)]i.This meets the conditions in (b.) so we get the result h1[y][king(y)]; 1[x][king(x)][x=y]i and �nally (34).(34) beloutjh1[y][king(y)][sing(y)]; 1[x][king(x)][x= y]iA very similar result is obtained when the addition of the king to the initialcontext results by clause (d.) (accommodation).For clause (c.) consider the update of (35) to 1.(35) John believes there is no king. John believes the king sings.26



The initial update for the trigger gives (36).(36) h1[y][king(y)];neg h1[x][king(x)]; 1; 1ii(belinj composed with beloutj is an identity). Clause (a.) and (b.) do notapply, as the second element does not have the information that there is a kingor can consistently be updated with their information. The third and last clausecan however be updated in that way, so that clause (c.) applies, giving (37)bythe entailment requirement for lexical presuppositions9.(37) [y]neg h1[x][king(x)]; 1; 1[y][king(y)]iThis then �nally gives (38).(38) beloutj[sing(y)][y]neg h1[x][king(x)]; 1; 1[y][king(y)]iThe operation (') we had before, can be rendered as pres [']one .The relation with DRT must be reasonably clear by now. We render atomicupdates by putting things in boxes and negations by pre�xing a negation signto the update corresponding with the scope. The operation up correspondswith opening a new box, one with opening a notepad box, belin with a beliefbox etc. It is even possible to attempt to give a DRT "semantics" for our oper-ations, as in (df.32). This time the operations apply to stacks of DRSs. (Hereh;; ;i is the empty DRS and merge(A;B) = hA0 [ B0; A1; B1i.)Def. 32 DRS updatesass = hmerge(�0;�10):�11ineg = h�01 [ fNOT �0g:�11iup = one = belin = hh;; ;i:�ibeloutx = h�01 [ fBELx�0g:�11i:g = substitute markers according to gpres see VdSandt.The fact that DRSs are formal objects obliterates some of the distinctions wewere able to make. We distinguish three types of subordinate boxes by initial-ising them in di�erent ways. Because of the obliteration of these distinctions,correctness cannot be expressed directly anymore. The relation can also be9Though the requirement that y exists in John's belief state is a necessary condition, itseems too minimalistic an account of de re belief. What we could de�ne here is a relationobject(x,y) holding in an information state if y is an object that is existent according to x.This makes it possible to express that an object is both an object of John and an existentobject, or that an object is hared between John and Bill. What we do not capture however isthe mechanism by which such relationships arise, i.e. the causal e�ects of objects and repre-sentations of objects on belief subjects that causes them to represent these objects themselvesand the epistemic e�ects of such causations. 27



turned around. Then our e�orts can be seen as giving a semantic interpreta-tion of what goes on when we add material to subordinate DRSs as the DRSdevelopment algorithm instructs us to do. A semantics for these operations isnot available in the bottom-up semantics that have been proposed for DRT,e.g. in Zeevat89 and Stokhof & Groenendijk90.In the following section, a grammatical formalism will be interpreted directly interms of the stack operations de�ned in the current section and atomic updates.This completes the formalisation of VdSandt, as after all a solution to theprojection problem is in the end a grammatical and compositional treatment ofthe syntactic and semantic properties of presupposition triggers.7.2 GrammarI will de�ne a small fragment using a mock-prolog without the pretense thatany of this will run. We use a prolog notation (capital letters for variables).The notation A : B : � : T stands for the statement that A : B : � : T is anexpression with form A, category B, that transforms an information stack �into an information stack T .To give some avour, a treatment of the verb believe. The incoming informationstate � is enriched with the new information state that is the belief state of thesubject of the verb according to the �rst information state of �, after taking inthe information coming from the subject NP, which maps � to P . This formsthe incoming stack belinxP for the belief complement which updates belinxPto become T . From T the �rst element is removed by the beloutx operatorwhich codes the information in the next element on �.Meeting the goals after the( means that the updates are found for the subjectNP and the belief complement so that, if � is instantiated to a particular in-formation stack, the clause of which believes is the head will denote a concreteupdate of �.(39) h NP, believes, that, Si : sentence: � : beloutXT(NP:np(X):�:PS:sentence:belinX P:T.The following two clauses are presuppositional referential phrases. Names aretreated as involving two presuppositions: an existential one and an anaphoricone. To treat names as anaphoric has |under the pressure of problems|become the accepted practice in computational linguistics but can be justi�edtheoretically precisely by the di�erent treatment that one is forced to meet outto names in discourse representation theory: this shows that they are meantto refer to an already accessible discourse referent. Other arguments can befound in the distribution of (short) names in discourse. First, they can (in28



resumptions) be used in exactly the positions where pronouns and other shortde�nites could occur. Second, they can be used referentially (but only supportedby more explicit references that serve as antecedents, i.e. long versions of thename or compounds such as, my friend doctor Watson) also in situations wherelocal uniqueness is not satis�ed, e.g. discourses where two persons named Johnare around. In the case of the determiner the which still needs a noun, thebehaviour is the same. The noun is put on a new empty information state (itconsists of an existence statement for the new variable and the statement thatthe property associated with the noun holds of that new variable) which thenis presupposed to obtain the semantic contribution of the whole NP.Mary:np(X):� : pres [mary = X][X]one �.hthe, Ni:np(X):� : pres T (N:noun(X):one � : TThe following two examples are two verbs leave and regret, where I take regretto add a property attribution sad(e) to the belief state of the subject of regretand to presuppose the complement clause in the same belief state.hNP, leavesi: sentence(E): � : [leave(E;X)][E]T (NP:np(X):� : �1hNP, regrets, that, Si:sentence:� : �1 (NP:np(X):�:P,S:sentence:one belinX P:T,�1 = beloutX [sad(E)]pres T ))The only one of the next examples that needs a special comment is the tentativetreatment of the cleft statement. For this it is necessary to assign an exhaustiveinterpretation to the WH-variable in the complement. Though exhaustivity canbe treated in update semantics (see Zeevat forthcoming), it essentially involvesuse of the technique of pre-order updating pioneered by Veltman (to appear).Partly for this reason10 no treatment of proper quanti�cation is o�ered.hif, S1, Si:sentence:� : neg neg T (S1:sentence:up � : P ,S:sentence:up P : T .hit,is,NP, who, Si:sentence:� : [X = Y ]pres T)(NP:np(X):� : P ,S:sentence/Y:one P : T .10The other reason is type-raising in the current formalism, a discussion of which seems adistraction here. 29



bachelor:noun(X): � : [unmarried(X)]pres [male(X)][adult(X)][X]one �man:noun(X):� : [man(X)][X]�8 A Problem with AccommodationThe process we used here is a default process: accommodation happens as fardown the stack as possible and on the intervening states as long as doing sodoes not lead to conict with the correctness conditions.There is a philosophical reason to be unhappy with the notion of accommo-dation we developed, since it does not seem to follow from the nature of pre-supposition as such. From what we understand of presupposition and why itoccurs, it would rather follow that accommodation should always be as local aspossible, as indeed Karttunen predicts.But there are more empirical problems as well. First of all, the view of ac-commodation we developed does not lead to the right characterisation of theresolution of de�nite descriptions. There is a class of de�nite descriptions thatare not meant to be resolved: their content is already su�cient to yield a ref-erent without any contextual dependency. If one wants, these could be subjectto accommodation to make their behaviour as much like proper names as pos-sible. But the de�nite descriptions outside this class do not seem to participatein accommodation at all. They can either be resolved by �nding a discourseobject that meets the description or one that meets the description well enoughor by being functionally related to a high focus discourse object. For the �rstcase compare (40)(40) A soldier entered the room. The man asked for a beer.Though the predicate soldier does not strictly imply the predicate man, there iscertainly a strong expectation here, which makes the resolution unproblematic.But it can be worse, as in (41), where genuinely new information is added.(41) A man died in a car crash yesterday evening. The Amsterdamfamily father was found to have been drinking.For bridging cases, compare (42)(42) John went into the kitchen. The tap was running.John got married last April. The priest was bald.Here the de�nites are linked to the kitchen and the marriage respectively: theyare the tap in the kitchen and the priest who celebrated the wedding respec-tively. The problem for our accommodation account is that if we do not have30



antecedents in each of the four cases the interpretation process is blocked andnot as accommodation predicts continued in a routine way.This is not to say that the resolution does not add new information in bothcases. We infer that the soldier is a man, that the man who crashed was anAmsterdam family father, that the kitchen had a tap, that the marriage wasperformed by a priest etc. But this is not accommodation proper, which wouldalso create the antecedents themselves.It would be an improvement to add for presupposition resolution precisely thepossibilities found for de�nites: the possibility of adding some not implausiblematerial and the possibility of bridging to high focus elements. The conditionsunder which these resolutions are possible are not very sharply demarcated butnevertheless quite restrictive. It is possible to go from soldier to man, but notas easily from man to soldier11. Similarly linking calls on a relation of part andwhole, that is hard to formalise, but nevertheless intuitively obvious. Here amarriage normally has a performer, a kitchen normally a tap etc., but not theother way around.What this comes down to is giving resolution a larger and more realistic rolein presupposition, which would decrease the role of accommodation. Perhapsit is then possible to reduce the explanation of projection to just global andstrictly local accommodation, a position that is easier to defend than the onewe arrived at. Global accommodation |unlike intermediate accommodation|can be seen as the further determination of an object that is not completelyexplicit from the ongoing discourse.A sketch of the resulting algorithm would be:1. Try to resolve allowing also bridging and adding material at thesite of antecedent accompanied by accommodation between the an-tecedent and the trigger.2. If this fails and the trigger is suitable for it use global accommo-dation and accommodation on the intervening path.3. Try local accommodation.4. Give upA version of this could deal with examples like McCawley's (43).(43) a. LBJ dreamt that he was a homosexual and that everybody knewthat his foreign policy was a failure.b. LBJ dreamt that he was a homosexual and that everybody knewthat he waited for boys in the restroom of the YMCA11 (41) is an apparent exception but can be brought into line by making a distinctionbetween restrictive and non-restrictive parts in de�nite descriptions. Here the restrictivematerial is about the same as that of a male pronoun and the rest must be seen as anadjectival non-restrictive modi�er. 31



In the (b.) example, the recognition of LBJ's behaviour in his dream as implyinghomosexuality provides a relationship like the one in (42) , so that projectionis prevented. In the (a.) example, such a relationship cannot be constructedand projection occurs.In addition it provides an approach to VdSandt's partial matching, as the res-olution processes we now assume have the required soft boundaries. For thegrandchildren-children example, it would be possible but di�cult to bridge fromhis children to his grandchildren. If a bridge is built, John's having children isnot projected, otherwise it is.9 Conclusions and Open QuestionsWhat did we learn from our comparison? In the �rst place we have establisheda strong similarity between Karttunen-Heim on the one hand and VdSandton the other. The similarity is strengthened by our construction of discoursemarkers as proper names in the information states. This prevents a good manyof the problems arising from logical omniscience. This is not to say that theproblem of logical omniscience has been solved. The information states can stillnot distinguish between e.g. two equivalent mathematical statements, if theyinvolve the same discourse referents.Second, we have provided a reconstruction of Heim's theory of accommoda-tion, in which global accommodation obtains the properties needed for dealingwith the problems involved in Karttunen's earlier version of update semanticsfor presuppositions. Under this view, global accommodation is the default case.Unfortunately, we are in the same position as Gazdar79, Soames82, VdSandt88,VdSandt89 and Heim81 in being unable to provide an explanation of the factthat there is this default. Also, we have not succeeded in solving the schedul-ing problem in a satisfactory way. Future work will have to tell whether theapproach to accommodation following Mercer92 is the way to go.Third, we have been able to correct a number of details. (a) It is necessaryfor developing a theory of presupposition under belief in DRT to involve thewhole belief state of that person rather than limit oneself to the current beliefreport. (Unwanted accommodations are the result). In this respect updateaccounts are crucially better since they do not have the alternative of ignoringa person's other beliefs. (b) Resolution is more complex than we thought sinceit often involves local accommodations as well. This may seem a point againstanaphoric theories of presupposition, but it is not as personal pronouns behavein exactly the same way. In (44)(44) Mary met a mani and John believes that Harry thinks heistole his watch.it is necessary to accommodate the existence of the man in Harry's belief stateaccording to John as well as in John's belief state. (c) De re readings for32



de�nites in belief contexts can be described as resolution and accommodationwithout (full) local accommodation. These should be allowed, even in Heim'sposition.Fourth, we have established a di�erence in the behaviour with respect to accom-modation of two classes of presuppositions, the lexical and the resolution ones.The second class is rather well understood since the recent wave of philosoph-ical attention to anaphora. Or, more prudently, the conceptual problems byresolution problems are the same as addressed in the literature on anaphora. Itis di�erent with lexical presuppositions. Though the role of sortal concepts forindividuation and identity has been investigated in depth, so that it may now befeasible to explain the presuppositional character of sortal information in termsof the concepts that have been dug out in that discussion, it does not holdthat all lexical presupposition can be thought of as sortal information. Thoughpreconditions for action are signi�cant in explaining another class, there areimportant other cases. Seuren88 mentions the case of the English bald, whoselexical presuppositions rule out that it can be used to translate the Dutch eenkaal landschap or the German eine kahle Landschaft as a bald landscape al-though the kernel meaning of bald and kaal or kahl is the same. So it seemsmuch remains to be done here.The notion of updating stacks of information states may worry the theoreti-cian. I have no argument to pacify such worries, but hope that the methodcontributes to clarify the postulated accommodation processes. The formal-isation is closely related to DRT and could be used as an alternative modelby those who prefer information states and constructa from information statesto syntactic objects. Unlike other "semantics" for DRT (Zeevat89, Stokhof &Groenendijk90, Asher(MS)), the present one is top-down rather than bottom-up and provides therefore e.g. a more appropriate reconstruction of Kamp'sproper name rule than the bottom-up approaches12. At the same time, as asemantical approach, it can be useful in ruling out syntactical operations onDRSs that could not be meaningfully interpreted within stack-updating.This paper will have sequels where a formalisation of accommodation in defaultlogic will be described and one which will document computational work alongthe lines set out in this paper.ReferencesAsher, N. Abstract Objects, Semantics and Anaphora. MS Center for CognitiveScience, University of Texas at Austin, 1990.12In Zeevat89, the best result obtainable seemed to be that any text in which a name actsas an antecedent for a pronoun can be reconstructed by a quanti�cation rule ambiguity.Thisis empirically adequate but does not do justice to the intuition behind the proper name rulein the DRS-development algorithm. On the current account, the proper name rule is a specialcase of presupposition and so provides an explanation of names for non-existent objects as inSanta Claus does not exist or The Greeks believed that Pegasus was a winged horse33
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